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the authors of this study determined that hsa_circ_0046523 is overexpressed in the pc and sud patient
tissues. additionally, hsa_circ_0046523 is expressed specifically in the pc tissues. furthermore, the authors of

this study determined that hsa_circ_0046523 levels are higher in pc tissues than in ant tissues. the data
indicate that hsa_circ_0046523 is downregulated in the pc and alcohol use disease cells. furthermore, the
authors of this study demonstrated that hsa_circ_0046523 is downregulated in ant tissues compared to pc

tissues. finally, the authors of this study determined that hsa_circ_0046523 is localized to the cytoplasm and
cell membrane. the authors also determined that hsa_circ_0046523 is overexpressed in the plasma of ant

patients. these data indicate that hsa_circ_0046523 could potentially be used as a diagnostic and prognostic
biomarker of suds. the authors of this study determined that hsa_circ_0046523 was overexpressed in the pc

and sud patient tissues. additionally, the authors of this study demonstrated that hsa_circ_0046523 levels are
higher in pc tissues than in ant tissues. the data indicate that hsa_circ_0046523 is downregulated in the pc
and alcohol use disease cells. furthermore, the authors of this study determined that hsa_circ_0046523 is

downregulated in ant tissues compared to pc tissues. finally, the authors of this study determined that
hsa_circ_0046523 is specifically localized to the cell membrane and cytoplasm. these data indicate that

hsa_circ_0046523 could potentially be used as a diagnostic and prognostic biomarker of suds.
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